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Abstract
As a research community grows, more and more papers are published each year. As a
result there is increasing demand for improved methods for finding relevant papers, automat-
ically understanding the key ideas and recommending potential methods for a target problem.
Despite advances in search engines, it is still hard to identify new technologies according to
a researcher’s need. Due to the large variety of domains and extremely limited annotated re-
sources, there has been relatively little work on leveraging natural language processing in sci-
entific recommendation. In this proposal, we aim at making scientific recommendations by
extracting scientific terms from a large collection of scientific papers and organizing the terms
into a knowledge graph. In preliminary work, we trained a scientific term extractor using a
small amount of annotated data and obtained state-of-the-art performance by leveraging large
amount of unannotated papers through applying multiple semi-supervised approaches. We pro-
pose to construct a knowledge graph in a way that can make minimal use of hand annotated
data, using only the extracted terms, unsupervised relational signals such as co-occurrence, and
structural external resources such as Wikipedia. Latent relations between scientific terms can
be learned from the graph. Recommendations will be made through graph inference for both
observed and unobserved relational pairs.
1 Introduction
New technologies are always built on previous discoveries and a great technological breakthrough
can stimulate a chain of developments across different scientific fields. As a research community
grows, more and more papers are published each year which requires more and more human effort
to read and understand. Typical information researchers seek when reading are the task of the paper
and the methods to solve the task. On top of that, researchers need to figure out how the paper is
related to their own research. While there are review papers for some areas, it is generally difficult
to be comprehensive. It is even harder to get knowledge of publications from all other related fields
and choose the ones that can shed light on the researcher’s problem. Therefore, an intelligant way
of recommending useful and relevant scientific information is in great demand.
Current efforts to make scientific recommendation are limited to search engines such as Google
Scholar,1 or Semantic Scholar.2 Even though the search engines can provide a way of obtaining all
publications related to a certain search query, it is still hard to filter out or organize key information
from the massive search engine output.
1https://scholar.google.com/
2https://www.semanticscholar.org/
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In order to make scientific recommendations, we need to extract and organize useful scientific
knowledge in a structural way. One way of representing knowledge in a large text collection is
to build a knowledge graph, which models information in the form of entities and relationships
between them [1, 2]. A knowledge graph is a representation of knowledge first used by Google
to enhance its search engine’s search results with rich semantic information gathered from a wide
variety of resources.3 The goal is that users would be able to get an answer to their query without
having to navigate to the sites and read the text themselves. A knowledge graph is an important step
to transform text-based search results into semantically aware question answering services [3, 4].
Knowledge graphs are also used in several specialized domains. For instance, Bio2RDF [5] and
Neurocommons [6] are knowledge graphs that integrate multiple sources of biomedical information.
These knowledge graphs have been used for drug discovery and treatment recommendation [7, 8],
which is very similar to our problem.
Once a scientific knowledge graph is constructed, the system can learn latent relation patterns
from the observed scientific terms and generalize the patterns to predict unobserved scientific pairs.
The system can retrieve observed information as well as predicting the possible application of a
new algorithm (or possible methods to solve a new task), and make recommendations based on the
user query. For example, the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) has been first introduced in
machine learning communities in 2014, reaches its peaks in 2015, yet is not been applied in NLP
field until 2017. NLP researchers may want to know the possible NLP applications of GAN, which
could be inferred from relational learning of the scientific knowledge graph.
Since not much research has been done on scientific knowledge graph construction, annotated
data for both scientific term and relation extraction is very limited, which becomes the main chal-
lenge to construct a knowledge graph in scientific domain. Previous work on low resource knowl-
edge base construction includes open domain relation extraction (e.g. OpenIE [9]), which uses pro-
cessed text strings between the two entities as relations and results in a completely unconstrained
knowledge graph. Since the relations are not specified, there is no generalization of these relations
and thus it is difficult to use in other systems. Another way to construct a knowledge graph is
through distant learning, which requires a high precision, high coverage database that can be used
for automatic annotation. However, few such database is available in scientific domain. Therefore
we need to explore new approaches to construct the graph. In this thesis, we propose to apply semi-
supervised approaches to scientific information extraction and develop unsupervised approaches for
knowledge graph construction and scientific recommendation. We will discover intrinsic relation
signals embedded in the text such as co-occurrence and build the knowledge graph by leveraging
both large scale unannotated data and structural external resources such as Wikipedia. Experiments
will be based on a large collection of papers from a wide coverage of AI communities which in-
cludes speech, computer vision and natural language processing.
The remainder of this proposal is structured as follows. In Section 2, previous work on informa-
tion extraction and knowledge graph construction is reviewed. In Section 3, our work on scientific
term extraction using a semi-supervised neural approach is introduced. Section 4 introduces the
dataset we use, and proposes the research plan for scientific knowledge graph construction and
method recommendation. Conclusions are summarized in Section 5.
3https://googleblog.blogspot.com/2010/07/deeper-understanding-with-metaweb.
html
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2 Background
The major task of Information Extraction (IE) is to turn unstructured text into structured informa-
tion. Usually IE can be regarded as a pipeline of process with several different types of information
that can be extracted: keyphrases (or, entity extraction) and relations between the keyphrases.
2.1 Entity Extraction
A representative task in Entity Extraction is Named Entity Recognition (NER). It is usually modeled
as a sequence tagging problem. In previous studies of NER, carefully constructed orthographic
features and language-specific knowledge resources such as gazetteers are widely used [10, 11, 12,
13]. However, language-specific resources and features are costly to develop in new languages
and new domains, making the approaches to NER a challenge to adapt. With the introduction of
neural networks, the performance of NER systems has improved substantially [14, 15, 16]. Neural
approaches can replace hand-engineered features with well-designed structures that can be easily
adapted to other domains or languages.
2.1.1 Neural Sequential Tagging
Sequence tagging has been a classic NLP task which includes part-of-speech tagging (POS), chunk-
ing, and named entity recognition (NER). Problems like chunking and NER require detecting the
exact span of a term, which could include several tokens within a sentence. In order to be able to
distinguish spans of two consecutive terms of the same type, sentences are usually represented in
the IOB format (Inside, Outside, Beginning) where every token is labeled as B-label if the token is
the beginning of a named entity, I-label if it is inside a named entity but not the first token, or O
otherwise.
Sequence tagging can be treated as a series of independent classification tasks, one per item of
the sequence. However, accuracy is generally improved by making the optimal label for a given
element dependent on the choices of nearby elements. Common models for sequence tagging are
linear statistical models which include the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and the Conditional
Random Field (CRF) [17]. With the introduction of neural approaches, the Convolutional Neural
Network and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) have been proposed to tackle the sequence tagging
problem [10, 18]. Conventional RNNs with sigmoid units suffer from gradient decay or explosion,
making training difficult. Long-Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [19] models combat the vanishing
gradient problem by using a series of gates to avoid amplifying or suppressing gradients during
backpropagation. LSTMs have proved to outperform other architectures in many NLP applications
and have gained a lot of attention recently.
There is also great interest in NNs that use character-based representations [20, 21, 22] to reduce
the effect of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. Recent work [15] uses a CRF objective function on
top of hybrid word-character LSTM structure and get state-of-the-art result in a NER task. The
sequence is tagged using a hierarchical multi-stage model that consists of 3 layers (Figure 1):
1. The Token Representation Layer is the representation of each token, which can be a word
embedding or a character representation.
2. The Token LSTM Layer uses a bidirectional LSTM to incorporate contextual cues from
surrounding tokens to derive intermediate token embeddings.
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Figure 1: Neural Network Structure
3. The CRF Layer models token-level tagging decisions jointly using a CRF objective function.
CRF Layer For an input sentence x = (x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn), considerM to be the matrix of scores
output by the bidirectional LSTM network. M is of size n×m, where n is the number of tokens in
a sentence, and m is the number of distinct tags. Pi,t corresponds to the score of the i-th tag of the
t-th word in a sentence:
Pt,i = p(yt = i|xt) (1)
A first-order Markov Model is used and a transition matrix T is defined where Ti,j represents the
score from tag i to tag j. y0 and yn are added as the start and end tags of a sentence. Therefore T
becomes a square matrix of dimension m+ 2.
Given one possible output y = (y1, y2, y3, . . . , yn), and neural network parameters θ the score is
defined as
φ(y;x, θ) =
n∑
t=0
Tyt,yt+1 +
n∑
t=1
Pt,yt (2)
The probability of sequence y is obtained by doing a softmax
pθ(y|x) = exp(φ(y;x, θ))∑
y′∈ym exp(φ(y′;x, θ))
(3)
where ym is the space of all possible tag sequences. The forward algorithm can be used to efficiently
calculate the denominator.
2.2 Relation Extraction
Relation Extraction is the next step in analyzing information in texts and turning unstructured infor-
mation into structured information. After the information is structured and added to a database, it
can be used by a wide range of NLP applications, including information retrieval, question answer-
ing and many others. Therefore, Relation Extraction is a very important step to knowledge base
completion. There are two types of methods used for relation extraction: self-supervised methods
and supervised methods.
For scenarios with no labeled data but large amounts of unlabeled data and a small set of extrac-
tion patterns, self-supervised systems make the process of relation extraction largely unsupervised.
The KnowItAll Web IE system [23] is an example of a self-supervised system. In order to make IE
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systems faster and more scalable, [24, 9] introduces Open IE, which does not presuppose a prede-
fined set of relations and is targeted at all relations that can be extracted. The system makes a single
data-driven pass over its corpus and extracts a large set of relational triplets without requiring any
human input. The output of this system consists of triplets stating there is some relation between
two entities, but since the relations are not specified, they are difficult to use in some other systems.
Supervised methods rely on a training set where domain-specific examples have been tagged.
A pre-defined relation is in the form of a triplets t = (ex, rxy, ey) where ex, ey are entities in a
predefined relation r within documentD. For example, “Mike lives in Chicago.”, a relation (SMike,
PHYS, Chicago) would be extracted where PHYS indicates located at. Such systems automatically
learn extractors for relations by using machine-learning techniques. The main problem of using
these methods is that the development of a suitably tagged corpus can take a lot of time and effort.
2.3 Knowledge Base Representation Learning
Knowledge base (KB) store collections of relation triples t = (ex, rxy, ey) from relation extractor.
Even the largest of knowledge bases are incomplete which motivate research of predicting missing
information in knowledge bases. In order to recover missing triples, a statistical model needs to
exploit regularities in the graphs. Consider for example, the triple (RNN, is a method of, Sequential
Tagging) and (Named Entity Recognition, is a task of, Sequential Tagging), then we can infer that
Named Entity Recognition can be solved by the method of Recurrent Neural Network. The task of
predicting missing relations are usually called Link Prediction, which is a subtask of Knowledge
Base Completion.
In order to infer unobserved relations, knowledge base embedding approach was first proposed
as an alternative statistical relational learning method, and has gained a significant amount of atten-
tion, due to its simple prediction time computation and strong empirical performance. Early models
are learned solely from known direct relationships between two entities (RNN, is a method of, Se-
quential Tagging). In contrast, using multi-step relation paths (e.g. (NER, is a task of, Sequential
Tagging) ∧ (RNN, is a method of, Sequential Tagging)) to train embeddings has been proposed and
offered significant gains in embedding models for KB completion.
2.3.1 Single-step KB learning
In this framework, entities and relations in a knowledge base are represented in a continuous space.
Whether two entities have a previously unknown relationship can be predicted by simple functions
of their corresponding vectors [25], matrices [26] or tensors [27].
Vector Embedding In [25], ex and ey in relation triple t = (ex, rxy, ey) are represented by em-
beddings vex ,vey and each relation type r is represented by a matrixQr. Different scoring functions
are designed and compared, all which are defined by a functions between entitiy pair embeddings
and relation matrix. The choice of relation representations are reflected in the form of the scoring
function for each triplet. Most of the existing scoring functions in the literature [25, 7] uses bilinear
transformation as
S(ex,r,ey) = v
T
exQrvey (4)
In order to encourage the scores of positive relationships (triplets) to be higher than the scores
of any negative relationships (triplets), the model is trained by minimizing a margin-based ranking
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objective. Since only positive triplets are observed in the data, given a set of positive triplets T ,
a set of “negative” triplets T ′ is constructed by corrupting either one of the relation arguments:
T ′ = {(e′x, r, ey) 6∈ T} ∪ {(ex, r, e′y) 6∈ T}. The training objective is designed as minimizing the
ranking loss:
L =
∑
(ex,r,ey)∈T
∑
(e′x,r,e′y)∈T ′
max{S(e′x,r,e′y) − S(ex,r,ey) + 1, 0} (5)
Link prediction is then formulated as an entity ranking task. For each triplet in the test data,
each entity is treated as the target entity to be predicted in turn. Scores are computed for all the
entities in the dictionary and are ranked in descending order. The candidates with higher ranks are
considered as correct link.
Matrix Factorization Another way of KB learning is to predict relation based on term occurrence
and learn latent representation for terms and relations via matrix factorization. Riedel et. al. [27]
generalize the surface forms of relations such as OpenIE [9], which serves as auxiliary relations for
link prediction.
In [27], the task is to learn latent feature vectors for entity triplets and relations, columns corre-
spond to relations, and rows correspond to entity triplets. An example of relation extraction through
matrix factorization is as Fig. 2. The goal is a model that can estimate the probability of whether a
missing element in the matrix is true.
A series of exponential family models that estimate this probability is introduced, which in-
cludes modeling three aspects: Latent Feature, Neighborhood Model and Entity Model. Latent
Feature guarantees the low rank nature of the reconstructed matrix. Neighborhood Model inter-
polates the confidence for a given triplet and Entity Model models latent entity representation and
relation-argument representation. The scoring function for each triplet is to add all scores of all
three models. Similar to Eq. 5, the objective function is to maximize a sum terms of all facts such
that the score for each observed fact is bigger than unobserved fact.
Tensor based approaches Instead of clustering surface text patterns to relations, [26] focus on
mining unobserved relations through existing ones via tensor. Given a number of entity E1 . . . En
and relations R1 . . . Rm, the goal is to infer missing relations for existing entities. A tensor X
is constructed as in Fig. 3, where each slice is a relation type and each cell in the slice indicates
the relational existence of two entities. A rank-r factorization is employed , and each slice Xk is
factorized as
Xk ≈ ARkAT , for k = 1, . . . ,m (6)
Here, A is a n × r matrix that contains the latent-component representation of the entities in the
domain and Rk is an asymmetric r× r matrix that models the interactions of the latent components
in the k-th predicate. The model is optimized by a square loss between the reconstructed tensor with
the original value.
2.3.2 Multi-step KB learning
Despite the success of single-step KB learning, it is known that there are also substantial multiple-
step relation paths between entities indicating their semantic relationships. The relation paths re-
flect complicated inference patterns among relations in KBs. For example, the relation path (e1,
BornInCity, e2) ∧ (e2, CityInCountry, e3) indicates the relation Nationality between e1 and
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Figure 2: Example of relation extraction through matrix factorization, Figure from [27]. Dark
circles are observed facts, shaded circles are inferred facts. Relation Extraction maps surface pattern
relations (and other features) to structured relations. Surface form clustering models correlations
between patterns.
e3. Previous work about using multi-step relation paths for training can be roughly classified into
two methods: (1) creating auxiliary triples and then add the triples to the learning objective of a
factorization model [28]; (2) using paths or walks as features when predicting edges [29, 7, 30].
Both approaches take into account embeddings of relation paths between entities, and both of
them used vector space compositions to combine the embeddings of individual relation links ri
into an embedding of the path pi = {r1 . . . rn}. The intermediate nodes ei are neglected. The
composition function of a bilinear model is matrix multiplication. The embedding of a length-n
path Φpi is defined as the matrix product of the sequence of relation matrices.
φpi = Qr1 . . . Qrn (7)
In [28], information from relation paths was used to generate additional auxiliary terms in train-
ing, which provides more training triples for graph learning. The method starts from each node in
the knowledge base, samplesm random walks of length 2 to a maximum length L, resulting in a list
of triples {(e(i)x , pi(i), e(i)y )}. e(i)x and e(i)y are the start and end nodes of the random walk, and pi(i) is
the relation path between them. The score of each triple is defined as f(ex, pi, ey|θ) = vTexΦpivey .
Instead of using relation paths to augment the set of training triples, [29] proposed to used
paths to define the scoring function f(ex, pi, ey|θ, F (ex, ey)). Here F (ex, ey) denotes the sum of
the embeddings of a set of path pi between the two nodes in the graph, weighted by path-constrained
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Figure 3: Tensor model for relational data. E1 . . . En denote the entities, while R1 . . . Rm denote
the relations in the domain. Figure from [26].
random walk probabilities as follows:
F (ex, ey) =
∑
pi
w|pi|P (ey|ex, pi)φ(pi) (8)
w|pi| is a shared parameter for path length, so that the model may learn to trust the contribution of
different path lengths for different resources. P (ey|ex, pi) is the random walk probability for each
path.
The score for each triplet is then defined as:
f(ex, pi, ey|θ, F (ex, ey)) = vTexQrvey + vec(F (ex, ey))Tvec(Qr) (9)
The first term of the scoring function is the same as that of the bilinear model, and the sec-
ond term takes into account the similarity of the weighted path representation and the predicted
relation r. Element-wise product of two matrices is selected as the similarity metric. On top of
this framework, [7] propose a dynamic programming method that can learn all paths between two
nodes without making any approximations like sampling or pruning, which achieved significant im-
provement over previous methods. The learning method is the same as the single-step, which is to
minimize a ranking loss objective.
2.4 Research on Scientific Literature
There has been growing interest in research on automatic methods to help researchers search and
extract useful information from scientific literature. Past research on this field mainly focused on
the following aspects. Some research investigated on citation function, for example analyzing cita-
tion sentiment, and predicting the reason for whether citing a paper is positive or negative [31, 32].
Some research focused on citation network and community [33, 34], where the main research prob-
lems are about exploring key authors in a field [35, 36], observation of over-time trends in these
networks [37, 38], and detecting scientific breakthroughs using text content [39]. Research on
summarizing scientific papers has also been extensively explored [40]. However, due to scarce
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hand-annotated data resources, previous work on information extraction (IE) for scientific litera-
ture is very limited. Gupta and Manning [41] first proposed a task that defines scientific terms into
three aspects: domain, technique and focus and apply template-based bootstrapping to tackle the
problem. Based on this study, [42] improve the performance by introducing hand-designed features
from named entity recognition [43] to the bootstrapping framework.
For relation extraction in scientific literature, most work has been done in the biomedical domain
under a distant learning framework e.g. using Gene Drug Knowledge Database [44, 8, 45]. The
main challenge for relation extraction in scientific domains is the long context window that the
relations can embed in. Relations between scientific terms cross-sentence can be chained with
coreference [46, 47] and discourse relations [8, 45]. However the performance of coreference and
discourse parsers is not sufficiently accurate on scientific domains and not so much previous work
has been researched. There has been various proposed schema in scientific discourse analysis such
as [48, 49], but mostly on limited hand annotated data.
2.5 Leveraging external resources
The bottleneck of the supervised methods in information extraction is usually the lack of training
data. Therefore, leveraging large unlabeled text sources is very important. Previous work has mainly
focused on transfer learning [50, 51], multi-task learning [52, 16, 53] or initializing the model with
pre-trained word embeddings [54, 55, 56, 57]. Here we especially focus on two ways of leveraging
external resources: semi-supervised learning and distant learning. Semi-supervised learning (SSL)
uses large scale unlabeled data to improve the performance of a supservised system, while distant
learning is method to label unannotated data with the help of database.
2.5.1 Semi-supervised Learning
The earliest SSL algorithms use the Expecatation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. It assumes a
model p(x, y) = p(y)p(x|y) where p(x|y) is an identifiable mixture distribution, for example
Gaussian mixture models. With large amount of unlabeled data, the mixture components can be
identified; only small amount of labeled data per component will be needed to fully determine the
mixture distribution. EM based semi-supervised methods have been successfully applied to many
applications such as text classification [58] and face orientation discrimination [59].
Another common SSL algorithm is self-training [60], where one makes use of a previously
trained model to annotate unlabeled data which is then used to re-train the model. Self-training has
been successfully applied to several natural language processing tasks such as word sense disam-
biguation [58], parsing and machine translation [61]. The EM approach can be viewed as a special
case of soft self-training. One can imagine that a classification mistake can reinforce itself. Some
algorithms try to avoid this by ignoring unlabeled points if the prediction confidence is below a
threshold.
Graph-based SSL algorithms [62, 63, 64] are an important subclass of semi-supervised tech-
niques that have received much attention in the recent past. Graph-based semi-supervised methods
define a graph where the nodes are represented as the labeled and unlabeled samples in the dataset,
and the edges are the similarity between the samples. These methods usually assume neighboring
nodes on the graph tend to have similar output (smoothness over the graph). Graph-based methods
are non-parametric, discriminative, and transductive in nature. Graph-based methods have also been
widely used in NLP applications, but mostly focus on unstructured problems such as text classifi-
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Computer Science:
This paper addresses the tasks of [Named Entity Recognition]Task([NER]Task), a subtask of [information
extraction]Task, using [conditional random fields]Process. Our method is evaluated on the [ConLL NER
Corpus]Material.
Physics:
[Local field effects] Process on spontaneous emission rates within [nanostructure photonics material]Material
for example are familiar, and have been well used.
Material Science:
The [Kelvin probe force microscopy technique] Process allows [detection of local EWF]Task between an
[atomic force micorscopy]Material and [metal surface]Material.
Figure 4: Annotated ScienceIE examples.
cation [65, 66] and machine translation [67]. Structured NLP problems such as POS tagging and
NER tend to be hard to construct the graph, since it is hard to use whole sequence similarity to
constrain whole tag sequences assigned to linked examples. Subramanya et. al. [68] construct the
graph based on trigram similarity together with some hand-designed features and use graph-based
semi-supervised on top of CRF structure to improve POS tagging performance. Following [68],
similar methods has also been applied to NER [69] and slot filling tasks [70].
2.5.2 Distant Learning
Mintz et. al. [71] introduce a new term “distant supervision”. The authors use a large semantic
database Freebase containing 7,300 relations between 9 million named entities to annotate a large
unlabeled corpus by matching the terms. A relation classifier is extracted on the annotated data.
There are two main problems of distant learning: (1) some training examples obtained through this
heuristic are not valid, and (2) the same pair of entities can have several relations. Many approaches
to on handling the noisy annotation have been explored [72, 73, 27, 74, 75, 76]. Some researchers
target the heuristics that are used to map the relations in the databases to the texts, for example, [77]
argue that improving matching helps to make data less noisy and therefore enhances the quality
of relation extraction in general. Despite the existing problems, distant learning has been applied
widely in relation extraction, and provide sufficient training data. Many of the neural based systems
are developed with the help of distant learning [78, 45].
3 Initial work
In initial work, we address the problem of extracting keyphrases from scientific articles and cate-
gorizing them as corresponding to a task, process, or material. We cast the problem as a sequence
tagging problem and introduce semi-supervised methods to a neural tagging model, which builds
on recent advances in named entity recognition. Since annotated training data is scarce in this do-
main, we introduce a graph-based semi-supervised algorithm together with a data selection scheme
to leverage unannotated articles. Both inductive and transductive semi-supervised learning strate-
gies outperform state-of-the-art information extraction performance on the 2017 SemEval Task 10
ScienceIE task.
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3.1 ScienceIE Dataset
Very recently a new challenge on Scientific Information Extraction (SemEval Task 10 SCIEN-
CEIE) [79] provides a dataset consisting of 500 scientific paragraphs with keyphrase annotations
for three categories: TASK, PROCESS, MATERIAL across three scientific domains, Computer Sci-
ence (CS), Material Science (MS), and Physics (Phy), as in Figure 3. This dataset enables the use
of more advanced approaches such as neural network (NN) models [79]. Identifying keyphrases is
a very challenging subtask, since the dataset contains many long and infrequent keyphrases.
In addition to keyphrase extraction, the ScienceIE also extracts semantic relations between key-
words, including two types of relations: HYPONYM-OF and SYNONYM-OF. For example, in
the first row of Figure 3, Named Engity Recognition is a SYNONYM-OF of NER, while infor-
mation extraction is HYPONYM-OF of both Named Engity Recognition and NER. The relation
extraction task of ScienceIE is not studied in initial work, but will be used for evaluating entity
linking performance in Sec. 4.3
The ScienceIE corpus consists of 500 journal articles; one paragraph of each article is randomly
selected and annotated. The complete unlabeled articles and their metadata are provided together
with the labeled data. The training data consists of 350 documents; 50 are kept for development and
100 for testing. The 500 articles come from 82 different journals evenly distributed in three domains.
We manually labeled 82 journal names in the dataset into the three domains and do analysis based
on the domain partitions. The 500 full articles contains 2M words and is 30 times the size of the
annotated data.
3.2 Neural Model and Semi-supervised Learning
We adopt the 3-layer LSTM-CRF neural model [15] as in Fig. 1 described in Sec. 2.1.1 to tag
scientific terms. We extend the token representation layer to be a concatenation of three components
for each token:a bi-directional character-based embedding, a word embedding, and an embedding
associated with orthographic and part-of-speech features.
We develop a semi-supervised algorithm that extends self-training by estimating the labels of
unlabeled data and then using those labels for re-training. Specifically, we use a graph-based algo-
rithm to estimate the posterior probabilities of unlabeled data and develop a new CRF training to
take the uncertainty of the estimated labels into account while optimizing the objective function.
3.2.1 Graph-based Posterior Estimates
Our semi-supervised algorithm uses the following steps to estimate the posterior. It first constructs
a graph of tokens based on their semantic similarity, then uses the CRF marginal as a regularization
term to do label propagation on the graph. The smoothed posterior is then used to either interpolate
with the CRF marginal or as an additional feature to the neural network.
Graph Construction Vertices in the graph correspond to tokens, and edges are distance between
token features which capture semantic similarity. The total size of the graph is equal to the number
of tokens in both labeled data Vl and unlabeled data Vu. The tokens are modelled with a concatena-
tion of pre-trained word embeddings (with dimension d) of 5-gram centered by the current token,
the word embedding of the closest verb, and a set of discrete features including part-of-speech tags
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and capitalization (43 and 4 dimension one-hot features). The resulting feature vector with dimen-
sion of 5d+ d+ 43 + 4 is then projected down to 100 dimensions using PCA. We define the weight
wuv of the edge between nodes u and v as follows: wuv = de(u, v) if v ∈ K(u) or u ∈ K(v), where
K(u) is the set of k-nearest neighbors of u and de(u, v) is the Euclidean distance between any two
nodes u and v in the graph.
For every node i in the graph, we compute the marginal probabilities {qi} using the forward-
backward algorithm. Let θi represent the estimate of the CRF parameters after the n-th iteration,
we compute the marginal probabilities p˜(j,t) = p(y
j
t |x; θi) over IOB tags for every token position t
in sentence j in labeled and unlabeled data.
Label Propagation We use prior-regularized measure propagation [80, 81] to propagate labels
from the annotated data to their neighbors in the graph. The algorithm aims for the label distribution
between neighboring nodes to be as similar to each other as possible by optimizing an objective
function that minimizes the Kullback-Leibler distances between: i) the empirical distribution ru
of labeled data and the predicted label distribution qu for all labeled nodes in the graph; ii) the
distributions qu and qv for all nodes u in the graph and their neighbors v; iii) the distributions qu
and the CRF marginals p˜u for all nodes. The third term regularizes the predicted distribution toward
the CRF prediction if the node is not connected to a labeled vertex, ensuring the algorithm performs
at least as well as standard self-training.
Posterior Estimates We develop two strategies to estimate the new posteriors pˆ(yt|x; θ), which
can then be used in the CRF training.
The first strategy (called GRAPHINTERP) is the commonly used approach [68, 82] that interpo-
lates the smoothed posterior {q} with CRF marginals p:
pˆ(yt|x; θ) = αp(yt|x; θ) + (1− α)q(y) (10)
where α is a mixing coefficient.
The second strategy (called GRAPHFEAT) uses the smoothed posterior {q} as features and
learns it with other parameters in the neural network. Given a sentence {x1, . . . , xn}, let Q =
{q1, . . . , qn} be the predicted label distribution from the graph. We then use Q as a feature input to
neural network as P˜ = P + MQ where P is the n ×m matrix output by the bidirectional LSTM
network as in Eq. 2, andM ism×mmatrix and is learned together with other parameters of neural
network. We modify Eq. 2 by replacing Pt,yt with P˜t,yt . Note that GRAPHFEAT can only be done
in a transductive way since it requires output Q from the graph at test time.
3.2.2 CRF training with Uncertain Labels
A standard approach to self-training is to make hard decisions for labeling tokens based on the
estimated posteriors and retrain the model. However, the estimated posteriors in our task are noisy
due to the difficulty and variety of the ScienceIE task. Instead, we extend the CRF training to
leverage the confidence of the estimated posteriors. The new CRF training (called Uncertain Label
Marginalizing (ULM)) treats low confidence tokens as missing labels and computes the sentence-
level score by marginalizing over them. A similar idea has been previously used in treating partially
labeled data [83].
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Figure 5: Lattice representation of ULM. Dashed box is the uncertain token which is going to be marginal-
ized over.
Specifically, given a sentence x we define a constrained lattice Y(x), where at each position t
the allowed label types Y(xt) are:
Y(xt) =
{
{yt}, if p(yt|x; θ) > η
All label types, otherwise
(11)
where η is the confidence threshold, yt is the prediction of posterior decoding and p(yt|x; θ) is
its CRF token marginal. The new neural network parameters θ are estimated by maximizing the
log-likelihood of pθ(Y(xk)|xk) for every input sentence xk, where
pθ(Y(xk)|xk) =
∑
yk∈Y(xk) exp(φ(y
k;xk, θ))∑
y′∈ym exp(φ(y′;x, θ))
where yk is an instance sequence of lattice Y(x), and k is the sentence index in the training set.
Extreme cases are when all tokens are uncertain then the likelihood would be equal to 1, when all
tokens of a sequence are confident, it would be equal to Eq. 3 where only one possible sequence, as
in Fig. 5.
Inductive and Transductive Learning The semi-supervised training process is summarized as
follow: It first computes marginals over the unlabeled data given a set of CRF parameters. It then
uses the marginals as a regularization term for label propagation. The smoothed posteriors from
the graph are then interpolated with the CRF marginal in GRAPHINTERP or used as an additional
feature in GRAPHFEAT. It then uses the estimated labels for the unlabeled data combined with the
labeled data to retrain the CRF using either the hard decision CRF training objective as Eq. 3 or the
ULM data selection objective.
In the inductive setting, we only use the unlabeled data from the development set for the semi-
supervision, while in the transductive setting we need to use the unlabeled data of the test set to
construct graph. In both cases, the parameters are tuned only on the dev set.
3.3 Experimental Results
We evaluate our NN-CRF model in both supervised and semi-supervised settings on ScienceIE
dataset. We also perform ablations and try different variants to best understand our model. Results
are reported in [84].
Table 1 reports the results of our neural sequence tagging model NN-CRF in both supervised and
semi-supervised learning (ULM and graph-based), and compares them with the baselines and the
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Span Level Identification Classification
Gupta et.al.(unsupervised) 9.8 6.4
Tsai et.al. (unsupervised) 11.9 8.0
Best Non-Neural SemEval+ 38 51
Best Neural SemEval+ 44 56
NN-CRF(supervised) 40.2 52.1
NN-CRF(semi) 45.3 56.9
NN-CRF(semi)∗ 46.6 57.6
Table 1: Overall span-level F1 results for keyphrase identification (SemEval Subtask A) and classification
(SemEval Subtask B). ∗ indicates tranductive setting. + indicates not described in [79] whether transductive
or inductive.
Posterior Training Dev Test
- - 50.2 42.9
- ULM 51.3 44.4
GRAPHINTERP - 50.9 43.3
GRAPHINTERP ULM 51.9 45.3
GRAPHINTERP* - 50.7 44.0
GRAPHINTERP* ULM 51.8 45.7
GRAPHFEAT* - 51.4 44.9
GRAPHFEAT* ULM 52.1 46.6
Table 2: F1 scores of semi-supervised Learning approaches; * shows transductive models.
state-of-the-art (best SemEval System [79]). We report results for both span identification (SemEval
SubTask A) and span classification into TASK, PROCESS and MATERIAL (SemEval Subtask B). The
results show that our neural sequence tagging models significantly outperforms the state of the art
and both baselines. It confirms that our neural tagging model outperforms other non-neural and
neural models for the SemEval ScienceIE challenge.4 It further shows that our system achieves
significant boost from semi-supervised learning using unlabeled data.
Table 2 reports the results of the semi-supervised learning algorithms in different settings. In
particular we ablate incorporating the graph-based methods of computing the posterior and CRF
training (ULM vs. hard decision). The table shows incorporating graph-based methods for comput-
ing posterior and ULM for CRF training outperforms their counterparts.
The transductive approaches consistently outperform inductive approaches on the test set. With
around the same performance on dev set, GRAPHINTERP* seems to generalize better on test set with
1.6% relative improvement over GRAPHINTERP. We observe higher improvement with GRAPH-
FEAT* compared to GRAPHINTERP. This is mainly because automatically learning the weight ma-
trix M between neural network scores and graph outputs adds more flexibility compared to tuning
an interpolation weight α.
The performance is further improved by applying data selection through modifying the objective
to ULM. The best inductive system is ULM+GRAPHINTERP with 5.6% relative improvement over
pure self-training that makes hard decisions, and the best transductive system is ULM+GRAPHFEAT*
with 8.6% relative improvement.
4Best SemEval Numbers from https://scienceie.github.io/
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[Discriminative Word Alignment]FocusDomain via [Alignment Matrix]FocusTechnique modelling.
In this paper a new [discriminative Word Alignment]FocusTechnique method is presented. This approach models
directly the [alignment matrix]Technique by the [conditional random field]Technique ([CRF]Technique) and so
no restrictions to the alignments have to be made.
Figure 6: Annotated Focus, Domain, Technique examples from GM-ANN dataset [41].
4 Research Plan
4.1 Overview
We focus on building a structured knowledge graph that can show the relation between scientific
terms and make recommendations based on user’s query. For example, Generative Adversarial
Networks (GAN) has been first introduced in machine learning communities in 2014, and reaches
its peaks in 2015, yet is not applied in the NLP field until 2017. NLP researchers may want to
know the possible NLP applications of GAN, which could be inferred from relational learning of
a scientific knowledge graph. Therefore, the goal of our research is to make scientific recommen-
dations using more existing information and minimizing human annotation effort. We utilize semi-
supervision, co-occurrence and signals from external resources to improve our system performance.
The roadmap is as follows:
• Entity Extraction and Linking: Extract scientific terms from scientific articles and merge
synonymous expressions of scientific terms.
• Knowledge Graph Construction: Build a relational knowledge graph on a scientific domain
without extensive human annotation effort.
• Scientific Recommendation: Recommend the applications for a scientific method or recom-
mend the methods that can solve a scientific application. This serves as an evaluation of the
graph.
4.2 Data and Other Resources
In addition to the ScienceIE data described in Sec. 3.1, we choose AI as a broad area of focus
because our expertise can make it easier to analyze the results. We collect papers from several
major AI communities to conduct the experiments.
4.2.1 ACL Anthology Network (AAN) Dataset
The ACL Anthology Network (AAN) Dataset [85, 86] provides citation and collaboration networks
of the articles included in the ACL Anthology, which consists of 23766 papers from 1965 to 2013.
All papers in AAN are parsed by Parscit [87], which parses scientific documents [88] into the fol-
lowing logical structures: abstract , categories, general terms, keywords, introduction, background,
related work, methodology, evaluation, discussion, conclusions, acknowledgments.
Based on AAN, Gupta and Manning [41] first proposed a task that defines scientific terms into
three aspects: domain, technique and focus and hand-labeled 474 titles and abstracts in AAN with
the three categories to measure the token-level precision and recall scores. Fig. 6 shows an example
of the annotation. We refer to the dataset as GM-ANN dataset.
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Communities Machine Learning NLP Speech Vision General AI
Venues NIPS ICML ANN ICASSP Interspeech CVPR ICCV ECCV AAAI IJCAI
Paper # 6987 3078 23766 16576 8352 6615 2839 2227 4416 4799
Table 3: Statistics of venues we collect from both AI2 dataset and ACL anthology.
Figure 7: An example of Wikipedia page for term Conditional Random Field
4.2.2 AI2 dataset
In order to have a broader coverage of research communities, we use the AI2 SemanticScholar Open
Resource Corpus5 which has over 7 million published research papers in Computer Science and
Neuroscience. We search through the corpus and collect conference proceedings from the following
communities: (1) Machine Learning: NIPS and ICML (2) Speech: Interspeech and ICASSP, (3)
Vision: CVPR, ICCV and ECCV (4) General AI: AAAI and IJCAI. The statistics of the datasets
are in Table 3.
The AI2 dataset has the information of paper title, paper abstract, author, inCitations, outCita-
tions, venue and year. Even though the text of the full paper is not provided, the paper abstract and
title are useful for our work.
4.2.3 Wikipedia
Wikipedia includes a large collection of structural articles with the introduction of terms, where
information about the term is categorized into sections with specific section titles. Moreover, hy-
perlinks of the phrases that are used to describe the term are provided, which means the keyphrase
5http://labs.semanticscholar.org/corpus/
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Figure 8: The description section of Wikipedia page for term Part-of-speech tagging
boundary can be identified by the hyperlink. If the phrase existed in Wikipedia, a connection can be
built through the hyperlink between the two terms. Furthermore, the structural nature of Wikipedia
provides a good resource of relations between scientific terms. Fig. 7 provides an example of the
Wikipedia page of term Conditional Random Field, where there are two sections: Variants and
Software. The terms under Variants that are highlighted with bold fonts or hyperlinks are mostly
the related methods such as structure prediction, support vector machine and latent variable mod-
els. The terms under Software are all tools that can implement a CRF. In this way, we can ex-
tract relation triplets such as (support vector machine, software, Conditional Random Field) and
(RNNSharp, Variant, Conditional Random Field). The scientific terms can therefore connect to
each other through the links and the contexts.
4.3 Entity Extraction and Linking
All unannotated papers will be tagged by the extractor in Sec. 3 trained using the ScienceIE and the
GM-AAN dataset. The scientific terms extracted are classified into Task and Method.
Once the terms are extracted, since there are different expressions for the same scientific term,
we need to link them to the same node in the knowledge graph. For example, part-of-speech tagging
can be called as POS tagging, PoS tagging or POST. If part-of-speech tagging is used as a tool to
solve other problems, it is also called as part-of-speech tagger.
Unlike general entity linking problems (such as linking human names) which have greater vari-
ation between entity mentions [89, 90], spelling variants and acronyms play the central role in
disambiguating the scientific terms. We will apply knowledge-driven feature extraction with simple
classifier and rules and use the ScienceIE synonym relations for evaluation.
4.4 Knowledge Graph Construction
In order to minimize the effort for human annotation, we aim at exploring relational signals embed-
ded in the text such as co-occurrence and dependency relations, as well as relational signals from
external resources such as Wikipedia. We first construct a knowledge graph using a set of fixed
relation types obtained from term co-occurrence, then add auxiliary relations to improve the graph.
We also propose possible ways of modeling open relations through latent representations.
4.4.1 Relational Learning through Term Co-occurrence
Two scientific terms can be assumed to be related if they co-occur in a context window (sentence,
paragraph, section or document). For example, as in Figure 6, the term Alignment Matrix is an
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approach to solve the problem of Discriminative Word Alignment. The two terms appears in the
same sentence multiple times which is a strong indicator for them to be related to each other.
A traditional way of getting the relation category is to train a relation extractor which can clas-
sify relation of any two terms into predefined type of relations through context. Since we do not
have annotation for the relation extractor, we use the entity types together with occurrence to in-
fer relations. The entity extractor outputs the keyword boundary as well as their categories: each
keyword is marked as Task and Method. If a term is labeled as Task, and another term in the same
context window labeled as Method, we can assume that the two terms are Task-Method relation (the
second term is a method used to solve the first term), such as Discriminative Word Alignment and
Alignment Matrix in Fig. 6.
Based on the keyword categories, we define three broad relation types: Task-Task which indi-
cates the two scientific terms are related tasks, Task-Method which indicates that one term is a task
that can be solve by the other, Method-Method which indicates the two terms are related methods.
We can then extract relation triplets from term co-occurrence, such as {Discriminative Word Align-
ment, Task-Method, Alignment Matrix} in the example above. Since the output of term extracter is
noisy, we can reduce noise by filtering out the low confident terms.
We follow previous work on knowledge graph inference in [25] as described in Sec. 2.3.1, and
use bilinear transformation (Eq. 4) as our scoring function. The model will be trained by minimizing
the ranking loss (Eq. 5) of all triplets extracted from co-occurrence. Note that even though the
triplets extracted from co-occurrence are noisy, the objective can naturally put more weight on the
more frequent triplets and learn parameters accordingly.
4.4.2 Leveraging Auxiliary Relations
In order to reduce the noise from automatic annotation by co-occurrence, we will use auxiliary
relations from dependency paths between the scientific terms as in many previous studies[27, 7].
In addition, we will also introduce structural external resources such as Wikipedia to augment the
graph.
Dependency Paths Syntactic structure provides an important clue for modeling relations, and
many state-of-the-art systems use dependency relation as an auxiliary information for KB comple-
tion [27, 7]. In scientific literature, related terms are usually embedded across sentences. Take the
second and the third sentence in Fig. 6 as an example, discriminative Word Alignment is connected
to alignment matrix through the coreference indicator This approach. Therefore it is very impor-
tant to consider contexts beyond sentence boundaries when using dependency paths to augment the
graph. Following [45], we will incorporate both intra-sentential and inter-sentential dependencies,
such as sequential, syntactic, coreference and discourse relations as auxiliary relations using the
tool of [45].
Wikipedia The internal links between Wikipedia page formulate a graph connecting scientific
terms. Moreover, the section where the link appears in is a strong indicator for the relation between
scientific terms. For example, the term latent variable models appears under Variants section of
the Wikipedia page Conditional Random Field in Figure 7, latent variable models and Conditional
Random Field are likely to be similar methods that have many common applications. We will use
a set of heuristics to define a set of categories on the major section names of Wikipedia, such as
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Figure 9: Wikipedia graph: The arrow starts from the Wikipedia page where the relation triplet is
extracted. The arrow points to the scientific term that appears in the page. The section that the term
appears in is shown by the arch caption.
Description, Extension, Example, Application, Models and Methods, Tools, Approach, See also and
so on. If a term appears on another term’s Wikipedia page under the section of Application, the two
terms are likely to be Method-Task relation. The section names can help distinguish the relation,
either explicitly (such as Application and Models and Methods), or implicitly (such as See also and
Extension). An example of a Wikipedia-derived graph is shown in Fig. 9.
Figure 10 is an example of a graph with auxiliary relations from different resources. As shown in
the figure, some auxiliary relations connects two scientific terms through multiple nodes (for exam-
ple the dependency relations). Many previous studies showed that multiple-step relation paths also
contain rich inference patterns between entities, and yield significant gains in embedding models
for knowledge base completion tasks [29, 28, 7]. Therefore, it is necessary to model multiple-step
relation paths through compositional methods.
In order to model multiple-step relation paths, we follow the the approach of [7] as described
in Sec. 2.3.2. We redefine the relation matrix Qr in Eq. 4 as Q
(k)
r , which means the r-th relation
type on the k-th auxiliary resource of knowledge. For each type of resource k, we extract relation
triplets between two scientific terms {ex, pi(k), ey}, where pi(k) is the path between the two terms
which may consists of multiple steps. We take into account embeddings of relation paths between
the two terms, and use vector space compositions to combine the embeddings of individual relation
links ri into an embedding of the path pi(k). The intermediate nodes ei are neglected.
We calculate the scoring function in Eq. 7 for path pi(k) from each auxiliary resource k:
φ(pi(k)) = Q(k)r1 . . . Q
(k)
rn (12)
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Figure 10: Graph with auxiliary relations from different resources: Yellow arches are relations from
Wikipedia sections; Grey arches are dependency relations extracted from text where the two terms
co-occur. Black arches are scientific aspect relations (the main relation we focus on).
The weighted path representation will be
F (ex, ey, r) =
∑
k
∑
pi(k)
w
(k)
|pi| P (ey|ex, pi(k))φ(pi(k)), (13)
where w(k)|pi| is a shared parameter for paths of each length for each resource type k, so that the model
may learn to trust the contribution of different path lengths for different resources. P (ey|ex, pi(k))
is the random walk probability for each path. We use the same scoring function as Eq. 9 and ob-
jective function as Eq. 5. We hope through multi-path modeling of multiple resources, the auxiliary
relations would improve the performance of scientific recommendation.
4.4.3 Extension to open relation learning
In the proposed method above, we only define three broad target relations for recommendations,
which is not enough to satisfy all users’ query. Some more fine-grained relations that are under the
three broad relations may be more useful. For example, two related methods can both be applied to
solve one task, and their performance is usually compared, such as Logistic Regression and SVM.
On the other hand, one method may be combined with another method to solve a task, such as HMM
and Viterbi Decoding. Similarly, two tasks can be hypernyms such as IE and NER, some tasks can
be similar problems that can involve the same methods, such as POS tagging and NER.
Even though we do not have any annotation for those relations, we can learn latent representa-
tions through clustering the representations, e.g. the weighted path representation in Eq. 13. It can
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Figure 11: Link Prediction for scientific terms. The relation between GAN and Response Generation
can be inferred from the graph with a ranking score.
also be obtained from matrix or tensor based low rank factorization. For analysis, we can choose
some examples around the cluster centroid and use a small amount of human effort to label the
relation each cluster represents.
4.5 Scientific Recommendation
Our system will be applied to recommend related tasks or methods to a new scientific term. For
example, since GAN is a new technique that has not been widely used in NLP field until 2017, we
can set our task as predicting the possible applications of GAN in NLP field as Fig. 11. The problem
is similar to link prediction [7] and knowledge base completion, and [91] can be formulated as a
ranking problem where the score between GAN and all other scientific terms with the relation of
Method-Task are calculated and ranked in descending order.
For automatic evaluation, we will hold out all publications about a set of new methods such as
GAN in ACL anthology as test set, all publication in ACL anthology 2016 as dev set and use all AI
publications (NIPs, CVPR, ACL, etc.) prior to 2016 as a training set to build the knowledge graph.
The predicted GAN applications are compared with the GAN papers in 2017, where ground truth
ranking is calculated by the number of papers the term appears. The system performance can thus
be evaluated by Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) or Hits at k.
The automatic evaluation has the limitation that there may be some applications that are indeed
good applications for GAN, but have not been published yet. Therefore, in addition to automatic
evaluation, we introduce human evaluation. Inspired by TREC competitions [92] and [27], we treat
the set of new methods (or tasks) as query and receive the top 30 candidate scientific terms from
each system and manually judge their relevance. This gives a set of relevant results that we can use
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to calculate recall and precision measures.
5 Conclusion
In summary, we propose a framework that can make scientific recommendations using minimum
effort of human annotation. The anticipated contributions of this thesis work can be summarized
as follows. First, we obtained state-of-the-art performance on scientific term extraction by leverag-
ing a large amount of unannotated papers through applying multiple semi-supervised approaches.
Secondly, we construct a scientific knowledge graph by combining relational signals embedded in
the text such as co-occurrence with auxiliary relations from dependency relations or Wikipedia.
We also explore possible ways of representing open relations through clustering latent relational
representations. Finally, we propose downstream scientific recommendation tasks that will be of
interest to many researchers. Evaluation schemes which can minimize annotation efforts are also
proposed. Our approaches to minimize annotation efforts can be generalized to other domains and
may provide new solutions to problems in machine reading.
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